Police Reject $70 Pay Hike Offer

By BILL EMERY
The OU News
Personal Communications Inc., the city's largest pay network has rejected a City wage and benefit proposal.

Personal Communications Inc. claims it has not yet been offered a satisfactory offer for a pay raise. The company has been offering the City an hourly wage of $8 per hour for the last 12 months.

The company has offered to pay an hourly wage of $10 per hour, which it claims is more than twice what it currently pays.

The company has also offered to pay for a benefit package that includes health insurance, dental insurance, and retirement benefits.

The city has rejected these offers citing the cost of the benefits package as too high.

The company has threatened to take legal action if the City does not accept its offer.

---

JULY TRIAL SET IN ROGERS CASE: 80 Refugees Protest

Dismissal Motions Rejected

By DON KADOW
The Oklahoma Journal

The court has rejected the dismissal motions of 80 refugees who sought to have the Rogers case dismissed.

The refugees had sought to have the Rogers case dismissed on the grounds that the court had no jurisdiction over the case.

The court has ruled that the refugees have no standing to bring the case and has denied their motion.

---

Reds Deploy New Missiles

The Los Angeles Times reports that the Chinese government has deployed new missiles to neighboring countries.

The Chinese government has deployed new missiles to neighboring countries as a show of force.

The new missiles are believed to be capable of carrying nuclear warheads.

---

Senate Drops 2 Counts

By HOWARD DAVIS
The Oklahoma Journal

The Senate has dropped two counts in the Rogers case.

The Senate has dropped two counts in the Rogers case after the defendants were found not guilty on the first two counts.

The defendants had been accused of plotting to overthrow the government.

---

OU Fan Wins Miami Tickets

By DIANE MCKAY
The Oklahoma Journal

OU football fan wins Miami tickets

An OU football fan has won two tickets to the Miami game.

The fan, who has been a season ticket holder for 10 years, was selected from a pool of 20,000 entries.

The fan is excited to attend the game and says it will be a memories experience.

---

Boren Visits Enid School

By NANCY GEORGE
The Oklahoma Journal

Boren visits Enid School

President George Buren made a surprise visit to Enid High School today.

Buren, who was in town for a conference, stopped by to meet with students and teachers.

Buren spoke about the importance of education and the need for students to work hard.

---

Inside News

Work Plan OKC

The Work Plan OKC, a program that brings together businesses and individuals to provide job training and employment opportunities, was approved by the Oklahoma legislature.

The program is expected to create thousands of new jobs.

---

Economy Pops Up

The economy is on the rise, with several new businesses opening in the area.

Businesses are reporting an increase in sales and revenue.

---

Weather Today

Sunny, high 82, low 68.

---
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VALUES AT SEARS...

Prices Good Saturday and Sunday Only!

New Miss Ware Crosses

IRS Snooping Draws Fire

Dillard's
Suit Clearance

Famous Brands! Suits from our Regular Stock!

25% OFF

Men's Famous Slacks
$10.99

Dress Shirt Values!
5.99 and 6.99

Dillards' MOVIES and VINNIE HALL STORES OPEN MIDDAY THROUGH SATURDAY 10 AM TO 9 PM

MOVIES
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Keeping my eyes wide open...

...the referee, after conferring with the linesman, penalized the Chiefs for a 15-yard illegal block penalty. The penalty gave the Dolphins an advantageous first down at the Chiefs 35-yard line. The Dolphins made good on the opportunity, as quarterback John L. Smith completed a 21-yard pass to receiver Bob Hoesmer, setting up the winning field goal.

A LAST-SECOND DECISION

The Dolphins, leading 17-14, had the ball at the Chiefs 1-yard line with just 11 seconds left on the clock. Coach Don Shula decided to go for the touchdown, despite the risk of a fumble. The Dolphins running back Don Johnson took the ball and plunged through the line for the score. The extra point attempt was successful, giving the Dolphins a 24-14 lead.

A DIVINE INTERVENTION

In the final moments of the game, the Dolphins were facing a 4th down and 5th yardage situation at the Chiefs 35-yard line. Coach Shula called a time out to review the plays. The referees then took a look at the replay and called a penalty for illegal movement. The penalty gave the Dolphins an advantageous first down at the Chiefs 35-yard line.

A LAST-SECOND DECISION

The Dolphins, leading 17-14, had the ball at the Chiefs 1-yard line with just 11 seconds left on the clock. Coach Don Shula decided to go for the touchdown, despite the risk of a fumble. The Dolphins running back Don Johnson took the ball and plunged through the line for the score. The extra point attempt was successful, giving the Dolphins a 24-14 lead.

A DIVINE INTERVENTION

In the final moments of the game, the Dolphins were facing a 4th down and 5th yardage situation at the Chiefs 35-yard line. Coach Shula called a time out to review the plays. The referees then took a look at the replay and called a penalty for illegal movement. The penalty gave the Dolphins an advantageous first down at the Chiefs 35-yard line.
Journal Entries . . .

'Western' Setting Accents
First Events For Delegates

The Journal Newsroom of the International Wearable Art Association, World's Largest Wearable Art Association, has confirmed that the Western fashion show which includes a unique display of Western fashion will take place on Saturday, June 30th, as part of the annual Wearable Art Show. The event will be held in the main hall of the Association's headquarters in downtown Los Angeles.

The show will feature a variety of Western-themed clothing and accessories created by artists from around the world. Among the items on display will be cowboy hats, boots, and Western-style clothing for both men and women. The event will also include a fashion parade featuring models wearing the latest Western-inspired outfits.

generation... Rap ...

'Big Mouth' Gets Sister In Trouble

by ROGER and The

Raar... Rap java by ROGER and The

Area Couples Solemnize Nuptials
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THE Silvertail PACKAGE
HAS A NEW LOOK
HAS ARRIVED...

If you are tired of shopping out of a catalogue and want to see what you are buying, come see the largest selection of electronics in Oklahoma City at Silvertail.

If you want service, shop Silvertail for same day service.

If you want to the little things — shop Silvertail.

If you want value for your dollars spent and quality merchandise — shop Silvertail.

Silvertail has purchased a large number of close-out items so come in during the Annual Zenith Distributor Warehouse Sale.

Shop Early For Best Selection.

Silvertail

NO ONE OFFERS ALL OF THESE THINGS AND HAS SERVICE 9 TO 9 WEEKDAYS ALL DAY SATURDAY EXCEPT SILVERTAIL AT 6601 S. SHIELDS

solid-state CHROMACOLOR II

ZENITH 19" CONSOLE STEREO

ZENITH 23" CONSOLE STEREO

ZENITH 25" CONSOLE STEREO

The Lawrence — From ZENITH Over 50 years of experience in home entertainment.

The Juliard — From ZENITH Over 50 years of experience in home entertainment.

The Magnavox — From ZENITH Over 50 years of experience in home entertainment.

ZENITH

Consoles

Silvertail

6601 So. SHIELDS

631-3387

OPEN MON.-FRI. 10-9 SAT. 10-6
At Storite Crusade

‘Miss America’ To Appear

Reception Set

Religious Science Author To Speak

Second-Class Citizenship
Bestowed On Uncoupled?

Pageant Beauty
Serves In Church

Singles Classes Slated

Religion In America
Theologians Study
Niebuhr Writings

Beauty For Christ
Winners Chosen

Worth Of Bible
Depends On Use

Camping Slated

Courses Begin Monday

Presbyterians Set Mission Event

Multi-Media Agency Announces
Appointment Of New Specialist

Congregational Church
Pays Honor To Marriage

Worth Of Bible
Depends On Use

Ongoing Program
Planned For Deaf

Camping Slated

These Churches Invite YOU To Share With Them
In The Spiritual Renewal Of YOUR Community...

DISCOVER
Joy on the Journey.
Where Renewal leads God’s children to
“live and share the transforming love
of Christ on their daily journey.”

Laurel Hill Baptist Church
2714 E. 17th, Huntington...
Editorials

The Waiting Game

The unprecedented gridlock in Congress, especially in the House, has drawn the attention of the nation and of analysts who are looking for a way to solve the budget crisis and other major issues. The stalemate is not only frustrating for lawmakers but also for voters who are concerned about the economy and other issues. The system of checks and balances is being tested, and the public is left wondering how much longer this deadlock will continue.

The PEOPLE’S Voice

Tom Braden
What Report Didn’t Say

Newspaper editorials often comment on important events or issues. One such editorial, written by Tom Braden, focuses on the news report he did not cover. The report, which is not specified, is deemed significant enough to warrant attention. Braden’s commentary provides insight into the importance of media representation and the role of editorial choices in shaping public opinion.

Harriet Van Horne
RX For America

In this editorial, Harriet Van Horne discusses the importance of the Affordable Care Act and its impact on the healthcare system. She highlights its potential to expand coverage and improve access to medical care for millions of Americans. The editorial serves as a call to action for both policymakers and the public to support continued efforts to improve the healthcare system.

State Editors Say

Billy Graham
Thoughts

In this segment, Billy Graham shares his thoughts on a particular issue or event. His words are a reflection of his commitment to faith and his belief in the importance of spiritual guidance in daily life. The context of his thoughts is not specified, but they are likely to be rooted in his religious beliefs and his advocacy for moral values.

Photo by Paul Vlach

City Scene

Banker Named To Central “Y”

The Central branch of the YWCA has selected Dr. D. Page to head the new branch. The YWCA is an organization that promotes the social, economic, and cultural well-being of women. The selection of Dr. D. Page to head this branch indicates the YWCA’s commitment to bringing important resources and support to the community.

College Names Activities Alice

Rollins Brothers, manager of the Rollins Brothers store, has been named to the college’s activities committee. The activities committee is responsible for organizing events and activities that promote the college’s mission and contribute to the social and cultural life of the campus.

Conservation Panel Job Filled

Conservationist John Miller has been named to the conservation panel. The panel is responsible for overseeing the implementation of conservation policies and initiatives. John Miller’s appointment suggests a commitment to sustainability and environmental responsibility.

Harriet Van Horne
Architects Cautious

In this section, Harriet Van Horne comments on the caution expressed by some architects regarding a particular project or initiative. The context of her commentary is not specified, but it is likely to be related to the architectural field and the importance of careful planning and design in urban development.

Priest Convicted Of Disobedience

A priest convicted of disobedience has been sentenced to a year in prison. The sentence is a result of the priest’s actions, which are not specified, but they are deemed to be against the law or rules of the church. The case highlights the ongoing struggle between individual conscience and institutional authority in matters of faith.

Books Kept By School

The school has decided to keep a certain number of books as part of its collection. The decision to keep or remove books is a complex issue that involves considerations of educational value, relevance, and community standards. The school’s decision to keep these particular books reflects its commitment to providing a balanced and inclusive curriculum.

Corner Units

The furniture factory is offering corner units at a discounted price. The units are designed to fit into corners of rooms, providing additional storage and functionality. The advertisement highlights the benefits of these units, such as maximizing space and enhancing the appearance of a room.

Sign Up

New You CAN Buy Like Furniture Stores
Do - From the Factory.

The furniture factory is offering a sign-up campaign for customers who wish to purchase furniture directly from the factory. The campaign emphasizes the convenience and cost savings associated with buying furniture in this manner, allowing customers to bypass traditional retail channels and purchase high-quality items at discounted prices.
Inmate Work Plan Approved By Boren

Sentencing Delayed In Murder Case

Diem Plot Bared

World Briefs

Rabin Unveils Peace Offer

Amin Smugs Queen's Plea

Soignon Prices Drop

Soignon, France (AP) - A variety of major changes show that better prices are beginning to trickle down to consumers here and in nearby villages. The changes are part of a series of reforms aimed at improving the living standards of the poor in the Soignon region. Prices for goods such as bread, milk, and vegetables have dropped significantly, and farmers are feeling the benefits of higher demand for their products. The reforms were introduced as part of a wider economic plan to support local businesses and boost the region's economy. The new measures have been widely praised for their positive impact on the local community.
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Shepard Wins, Brother Hurt

Tulsa Rally Clips 89ers

Sooner Juniors Going Pro
Stock Market Scores Big Gain In Heavy Trading Session

New York Stock Exchange

American
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